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Abstract
Transport phenomena within PEM fuel cells are investigated and a comprehensive analytical solution is presented. The methodology
couples the transport within the fuel cell supply channels and the substrate which is composed of ﬁve diﬀerent layers. The layers are all
treated as macroscopically homogeneous porous media with uniform morphological properties such as porosity and permeability. The
locally volume-averaged equations are employed to solve for transport through the porous layers. The problem encompasses complex
interfacial transport phenomena involving several porous–porous as well as porous–ﬂuid interfaces. Chemical reactions within the catalyst layers are also included. The method of matched asymptotic expansions is employed to solve for the ﬂow ﬁeld and species concentration distributions. Throughout the analysis, the choice of the gauge parameters involved in the perturbation solutions for velocity and
concentration is found to be inherently tied to the physics of the problem and therefore an important physical metric. The analytical
solution is found to be in excellent agreement with prior computational simulations. The analytical results are used to investigate several
aspects of transport phenomena and their substantial role in PEM fuel cell operation. The solution presented in this work provides the
ﬁrst comprehensive analytical solution representing fuel cell transport phenomena.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Fuel cell technology has been receiving increasingly
more attention as one of the most sought-after solutions
to the energy and environmental pollution issues [1]. A fuel
cell is an electrochemical energy device. It generates electricity through direct conversion of chemical energy of
the fuel. Generally, a fuel cell consists of an anode, cathode, and an electrolyte between them. The electrochemical
reactions in fuel cells happen simultaneously on both sides
of the electrolyte. Fuel is oxidized within the anode. The
resulting protons pass through the electrolyte towards the
cathode while the electrons ﬂow through an external circuit
towards cathode, where they are needed for reduction of
the oxidant [2].
*
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Over the years, several designs of fuel cells have been
proposed [2]. One of the most promising fuel cell designs
is proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells, also known
as polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells [2]. A schematic
illustration of a PEM fuel cell is shown in Fig. 1. In this
design, a polymer membrane is utilized as the electrolyte.
The membrane is permeable to protons but it does not conduct electrons as this would, in eﬀect, short-circuit the fuel
cell. The membrane must also prevent either ﬂuid (fuel or
oxidant) to pass to the other side. The proton exchange
membrane is sandwiched between two catalyst layers
(CL). These layers are the regions where the chemical reactions take place. Catalysts lessen the activation energy,
allowing the reaction to proceed more quickly or at a lower
temperature. Each catalyst layer facilitates a half reaction
(oxidation or reduction). These layers must allow transport
of reactants, ions, electrons, and other species to support
electrochemical reactions while providing a large catalyst
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species concentration
mass diﬀusion coeﬃcient
Darcy number
dimensionless inertia coeﬃcient
unit vector oriented along the velocity vector
permeability
non-dimensional concentration
direction normal to interface
pressure
Width of
channel Reynolds number
pﬃﬃﬃﬃsupply
 the

Rech ¼ uch K =mf
Schmidt number
streamwise velocity at the ith interface
streamwise component of velocity ﬁeld in ith
media
Darcian convective velocity
velocity vector
ﬁltration velocity
axial location
radial location

d
l
n
g

porosity
dynamic viscosity
non-dimensional axial location
non-dimensional radial location

Subscripts
e
eﬀective property
f
ﬂuid
s
species ﬁeld
t
total
m
momentum ﬁeld
i
index i = 0,1, . . . ,6 representing fuel supply
channel, anode GDL, anode catalyst layer,
PEM, cathode catalyst layer, cathode GDL, oxidant supply channel
Symbol
hi
‘‘local volume average” of a quantity

Greek symbols
e
Gauge parameter
q
density

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a PEM fuel cell.

surface area to promote these reactions. To meet these
requirements porous materials are employed.
In contact with the catalyst layers are the gas diﬀusion
layers (GDL). PEM fuel cells require an excellent electronic
contact between anode and cathode catalyst layers and gas
diﬀusion layers. Gas diﬀusion layers are crucial in achieving high performance in PEM fuel cells. An ideal GDL
must possess a number of characteristics such as eﬀective
transportation of gaseous reactants to the catalyst layers,
proper level of hydrophobicity, and low electronic resistivity. They also play a crucial role in removing water (a
byproduct of the chemical reaction) from the anode.
Unlike batteries, which are closed energy storage systems,
fuel cells consume reactants; thus requiring constant ﬂow
of reactants and byproducts in and out of the system,
respectively. Two channels provide the reactants to diﬀerent sides of this multi-layer porous substrate. Unused reactants and the reaction byproducts leave the system via the
exit ports at the end of the channels.
Transport within fuel cells encompasses complex interfacial interactions between the supply channels and the
porous layers [3]. In addition, it involves multi-species
transport as well as oxidation/reduction chemical reactions. The impact of the velocity ﬁeld on reactant transport
has not received proper attention in the literature. As
shown in Fig. 1, the reactants within the supply channels
ﬂow parallel to the porous structure. This induces streamwise convective transport within the porous layers. In addi-
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tion, a slight pressure diﬀerence between the fuel and oxidant channels triggers a ﬁltration phenomenon (pressuredriven convection of fuel towards the anode). The diﬀusion
process also acts in the direction normal to the porous
plates. As such, the PEM fuel cell transport phenomenon
is best described by a two dimensional convective–diﬀusive
process. This is a fact omitted in a great majority, if not all,
of the existing analytical solutions [4].
Several analytical and numerical studies have been performed investigating various aspects of transport within
PEM fuel cells [5–25]. While a great majority of these studies have used numerical tools, a few analytical investigations have also been attempted. Although the existing
analytical solutions [4] provide some useful insight into
the fuel cell transport phenomenon, they are rather simpliﬁed, omitting some key physical aspects. As mentioned earlier, their major drawback is to reduce the problem to a one
dimensional diﬀusion problem, neglecting the tangential
and transverse convective transport. Another shortcoming
of the existing analytical solutions is the substantial oversimpliﬁcation of fuel cell attributes, such as not properly
accounting for the multi-layer speciﬁcation of the PEM
fuel cell structure. As such, there remains a need for a comprehensive analytical solution representing the fuel cell
transport phenomena while incorporating diﬀusive as well
as convective transport in both normal and axial
directions.
In the present work, a robust theoretical solution for the
species (reactant) transport within a PEM fuel cell is presented. First, the governing equations are presented. Next,
a comprehensive ﬂuid ﬂow and mass transfer analysis is
performed at each interface. The method of matched
asymptotic expansion along with Laplace transformation
is employed to solve for the coupled transport phenomena
within supply channels and the porous structures. Using
the transport parameters available in the literature, the
analytical results are then compared with those obtained
via numerical simulations. The solution is then used to
study some of the important transport aspects of the
PEM fuel cells. Our presented analytical solution is general
in nature and includes two-dimensional convective and diffusive transport within the fuel cell’s multi-layer structure.
It can easily be extended to diﬀerent models composed of
any number of layers making up the fuel cell porous
structure.
2. Formulation
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a PEM fuel cell comprising
seven subregions: fuel channel, anode gas diﬀusion layer
(A-GDL), anode catalyst layer (A-CL), proton exchange
membrane (PEM), cathode catalyst layer (C-CL), cathode
gas diﬀusion layer (C-GDL), and the oxidant channel. The
supply channel entrance and exit eﬀects are considered to
be negligible in the overall operation of a fuel cell. As such,
the ﬂow of reactants within the supply channels is assumed
to be fully developed. Steady state, Newtonian, isothermal

and incompressible ﬂow of reactants within a fuel cell is
assumed. Fluid properties (e.g. diﬀusivity) are assumed to
remain constant. Navier–Stokes equations coupled with
mass transport equations (advection–diﬀusion) are
employed to solve for the ﬂow of reactants within the supply channels. The governing equations for the supply channels are given by
r  V~ ¼ 0;
~ ¼ rp þ lr2 V~;
qV~  rV

ð2Þ

~  rc ¼ Dr2 c;
V

ð3Þ

ð1Þ

~ is the velocity vector, p the pressure, q the density,
where V
l dynamic viscosity of the reactant, c the molar concentration, and D is the mass diﬀusivity of species. Due to complex nature of the interfacial transport phenomena, the
inertial and boundary eﬀects need to be accounted for
[26–28]. As such, the volume-averaged equations of transport through porous media are used to solve for the ﬂow
and species ﬁelds. The governing equations for the porous
layers are given by [26–28]
r  hV~i ¼ 0;

l 2 ~
l
qf F d  ~
~i ~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ hV i  hV
r hV i  hV~i  p
J  rhP if ¼ 0;
d
K
K
2
hV~i  rhci ¼ De rhci þ hSi:

ð4Þ
ð5Þ
ð6Þ

Here qf is the ﬂuid density, d porosity of the porous
medium, F dimensionless inertia coeﬃcient, K is the permeability of the porous medium, and De represents the eﬀective reactant diﬀusivity in the porous medium,
respectively. The chemical reaction (source or sink) term,
S, is eﬀective only within the catalyst layers and takes a
value of zero within channels, gas diﬀusion layers, and
the proton exchange membrane. The symbol h i, represents
the local volume average of a quantity associated with the
ﬂuid. The parameters hPif and ~
J are the average pressure
inside the ﬂuid and a unit vector oriented along the velocity
vector V~, respectively [26–28].
A continuity boundary condition is employed at the
interface between the layers. This boundary condition
requires the value of velocity and its derivative (equivalent
to shear stress) to remain constant across the interface.
Similarly, the value of species concentration and the total
species ﬂux must remain constant across the interface. At
the inlet a uniform and constant species concentration is
prescribed.
In what follows, the method of matched asymptotic
expansions is used to solve for the ﬂow ﬁeld and species
concentration distributions. First, two adjacent media
and the interface between them are considered. The coordinate systems are positioned at the interface between the
two media. It should be noted that due to the nature of
the methodology, several coordinate systems are introduced and used throughout the analysis. The normal coordinates are non-dimensionalized using appropriate gauge
parameters. This is done to focus on the variations within
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the close proximities of the interface. The dependent variables of interest (velocity or species concentration) are
expanded in terms of powers of gauge parameters.
Throughout the analysis, the choice of the gauge parameters involved in the perturbation solutions for velocity
and concentration is found to be inherently tied to the
physics of the problem and therefore an important physical
metric. This leads to the use of a number of diﬀerent gauge
functions in the analysis of the ﬂuid mechanics and diﬀerent concentration distributions within diﬀerent porous substrates of a PEM fuel cell.

Using the method of matched asymptotic expansions,
the ﬁrst three orders of the inner solution for GDL are
found to be
u1;1 ¼ expðgm;1 Þ;
u1;2

u1;3

3. Fluid ﬂow analysis
3.1. Fluid ﬂow within supply channel and GDL
In this part, the supply channel, its corresponding GDL,
and the interface between them are considered. The coordinate system is chosen to lie at the channel-GDL interface,
as shown in Fig. 1. Since there is no active transport in
third direction, the problem has been reduced to two
dimensions. Solving the Navier–Stokes equations using
the interface ﬂuid velocity at the ﬂuid-porous medium
interface and a no-slip boundary condition on the solid
wall, the velocity proﬁle within the channel is found to be
u0 ¼ g2m;0 þ ð1  U 0;1 Þgm;0 þ U 0;1 ;

ð7Þ

where gm,0 = y0/h is the non-dimensional normal coordinate for the channel of width h, as shown in Fig. 1. It
should be noted that we are also accounting for the normal
component of the channel velocity when solving for the
species distribution within close proximities of the channel-GDL interface. u0 and U0,1 are the non-dimensionalized streamwise velocities within the channel and at the
channel-GDL interface, respectively. It should be noted
that at this stage the interface velocity, U0,1, is unknown.
It will be found through evaluation of the velocity ﬁeld
within the GDL, which is governed by Eqs. (4)
and (5).
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
By introducing the gauge parameter em;1 ¼ 1h K 1 =d1 in
the generalized equation of transport through GDL, it
becomes
d2 u1
 u1  a1 u21 þ 2d1 e2m;1 ¼ 0;
dg2m;1

ð8Þ

where u1 is the nondimensional streamwise component of
velocity within GDL and gm,1 is the non-dimensional
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ normal coordinate for GDL given by gm;1 ¼ y 1 = K 1 =d1 . The
parameter a1 is given as a1 = F1d1Rech,1 where the Reynolds number is calculated based on characteristic velocity
and the
permeability
of the porous medium,

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rech;1 ¼ uch;0 K 1 =mf . The non-dimensional streamwise
component of velocity vector within the GDL, u1 = hu1i/
uch,0, is expanded in terms of the powers of the gauge
parameter as
u1 ¼ em;1 u1;1 þ e2m;1 u1;2 þ e3m;1 u1;3 þ   

ð9Þ
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ð10Þ



a1
2a1

þ 1 expðgm;1 Þ þ 2d1 ;
¼ expð2gm;1 Þ 
3
3


a2
2a1 2a1
þ 1 expð2gm;1 Þ
¼ 1 expð3gm;1 Þ 
12
3
3


5a1 23a21
þ
 a1 d1
þ 1  2d1 þ
3
36

2a1 d1 gm;1 expðgm;1 Þ:

ð11Þ

ð12Þ

By setting gm,1 = 0, the interface velocity is found to be
a1 2
U 0;1 ¼ em;1 þ 2d1  1 
e
3 m;1
 2

5a1
þ ð1  d1 Þa1  2d1 þ 1 e3m;1 :
þ
ð13Þ
18
Inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (7) gives the velocity proﬁle
within the supply channel.
3.2. Fluid ﬂow within the porous layers
A schematic of the coordinate system used in the calculation of the velocity proﬁle within two neighboring porous
media (e.g. GDL and catalyst layer) is presented in Fig. 1.
First, the governing equations are non-dimensionalized
using the Darcian convective velocity given as
!
f
K i dhpi i
uc;i ¼ 
;
ð14Þ
lf
dx
where the subscript i refers to the ith porous medium. The
generalized equation of transport through the two porous
media reduces to
d2 ui
 ui  ai u2i þ 1 ¼ 0:
dg2m;i

ð15Þ

The velocities, ui, are expanded in terms of powers of
porosities, di, as
ui ¼ ui;0 þ di ui;1 þ d2i ui;2 þ   
The outer solution,

ui ,

ð16Þ

for the catalyst layer is found to

be
u2 ¼ 1  b2 d2 þ 2b22 d22  5b32 d32 þ   

ð17Þ

The solutions for the ﬁrst three orders of the inner solution for catalyst layer are calculated to be
u2;0 ¼ 1 þ ðU 2;0  1Þ expðgm;2 Þ;

ð18Þ

u2;1 ¼ U 2;1 expðgm;2 Þ

þ b2 1 þ expðgm;2 Þ½1  gm;2 ðU 2;0  1Þ
2

2

1=3ðU 2;0  1Þ  þ 1=3expð2gm;2 ÞðU 2;0  1Þ ;

ð19Þ
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u2;2 ¼ U 2;2 expðgm;2 Þ þ b2 U 2;1  expðgm;2 Þ½gm;2
þ 2=3ðU 2;0  1Þ þ 2=3 expð2gm;2 ÞðU 2;0  1Þ

þ b22 2 þ expðgm;2 Þ½A2 g2m;2 þ B2 gm;2 þ C 2 

where the index i represents the porous layers and lt is the
total thickness of the arterial wall.



4. Mass transfer analysis

þ expð2gm;2 Þ½4=3A2 gm;2 þ D2 
3

þ1=12 expð3gm;2 ÞðU 2;0  1Þ ;

ð20Þ

where b2 = F2Re2 and
2

A2 ¼ 1=2ðU 2;0  1Þ ;

ð21Þ

2

B2 ¼ 1=3ðU 2;0  1Þ þ 3=2ðU 2;0  1Þ  1;
3

ð22Þ

2

C 2 ¼ 5=36ðU 2;0  1Þ þ 2=3ðU 2;0  1Þ  2=3ðU 2;0  1Þ  2;
ð23Þ
2

D2 ¼ 2=3ðU 2;0  1Þ½1  ðU 2;0  1Þ  1=3ðU 2;0  1Þ :

ð24Þ

An explicit expression for the interface velocity will now
be obtained using the continuity of velocity and the shear
stress across the interface
U 2;0 ¼

1 þ ðr1 =r2 Þ1=2 ðr1 r3 Þ1
1=2

U 2;1 ¼ 

1 þ ðr1 =r2 Þ
b2 ð/1 þ /2 þ /3 Þ
3ð1 þ ðr1 =r2 Þ1=2 Þ

ð25Þ

;

ð26Þ

;

2

U 2;2 ¼

ðb2 Þ ð/4 þ /5 Þ þ b2 ð2/1  /2 Þ
3ð1 þ ðr1 =r2 Þ1=2 Þ

;

/1 ¼ ð1 þ ðr4 r2 Þ1 ÞðU 2;0 Þ2 ;
3=2

ð27Þ
ð28Þ

3=2 1
/2 ¼ ð1 þ ðr1 r4 r3 r2 Þ ÞU 2;0 ;
ð29Þ
3=2 1
2 2
/3 ¼ 1 þ ðr1 r3 r4 r2 Þ ;
ð30Þ
1=2 5=2 2 1
3=2 5=2
3
2 1
/4 ¼ ð1 þ ðr1 r2 r4 Þ ÞðU 2;0 Þ þ ð1 þ ðr1 r2 r3 r4 Þ ÞðU 2;0 Þ2 ;

ð31Þ
5=2 5=2
7=2 5=2
/5 ¼ ð1 þ ðr1 r2 r23 r24 Þ1 ÞU 2;0 þ ð1 þ ðr1 r2 r33 r24 Þ1 Þ;

ð32Þ

ðdp=dxÞ1
ðdp=dxÞ2

where r1 ¼ KK 12 ; r2 ¼ dd12 ; r3 ¼
; r4 ¼ FF 12 are the ratios of
the basic properties of the two porous media. A similar approach is used to obtain the velocity distribution within the
proton exchange membrane. It has been shown that the
inertial and boundary eﬀects have negligible eﬀects on the
calculation of ﬁltration velocity across a multi-layer porous
plate. As such, Darcy’s law is employed to calculate the ﬁltration velocity (velocity of the ﬂuid moving from anode
towards cathode) across the porous substrate. Applying
Darcy’s law to the multi-layer porous structure and observing the continuity of the ﬁltration velocity across the layers,
we get
v¼

K t dp
;
lf dn

ð33Þ

where v is the ﬁltration velocity, dp
is the pressure gradient
dn
across the multi-layer porous substrate with a permeability
of Kt given by
lt
K t ¼ P li

i Ki

ð34Þ

The PEM fuel cell operation is based on the premise that
the fuel (e.g. hydrogen) is found within the fuel supply
channel, the anode gas diﬀusion layer, and the anode catalyst layer. Along the anode catalyst layer hydrogen undergoes an oxidation process to produce protons which can
permeate into the proton exchange membrane towards
cathode catalyst layer. The proton exchange membrane
does not permeate hydrogen. It is assumed that all the protons are consumed within the cathode catalyst layer, thus
no protons penetrate into the cathode GDL. The oxidant
diﬀuses into the cathode gas diﬀusion layer, reaching the
cathode catalyst layer, where it is completely consumed
through interaction with the penetrating protons. In addition, the proton exchange membrane is impermeable to the
oxidant as well. These attributes are the operational characteristics of a PEM fuel cell, which are utilized to prescribe
an appropriate set of species boundary conditions for the
subsequent analytical solution. In this section, comprehensive analytical solutions are obtained for concentration distributions within various porous substrates comprising the
PEM fuel cell. The governing species conservation equation was presented earlier in its general form as Eqs. (3)
and (6) for a channel and a porous substrate, respectively.
The method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to
solve for the concentration ﬁelds.
4.1. Mass transport within supply channel and GDL
In this part, the supply channel, its corresponding GDL,
and the interface between them are considered. The coordinate system is located at the interface, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the vicinity of the interface, it is assumed that the transverse component of the velocity vector within the channel
remains constant and equal to the ﬁltration velocity. Inside
the concentration boundary layer, we are interested in
small values of gm. This suggests expansions of the streamwise component of the velocity vector for small values of
gm as shown here
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1=2
K=h2 ;
ð35Þ
u0 ¼ U 0;1 þ ð1  U 0;1 Þgs;0 Sc0
a1
U 0;1 ¼ em;1 þ 2d1   1 e2m;1
3


5a2
þ 1  2d1 þ a1 d1 þ a1 þ 1 e3m;1 ;
ð36Þ
18
h
i
a1
1=2
1=2 2
u1 ¼ ð1  gs;1 Sc1 Þem;1 þ 2d1   1  gs;1 Sc1
em;1
3

5a2
þ 1  2d1 þ a1 d1 þ a1 þ 1
18


2
4a1
1=2 3
 1  2d1 þ a1 d1 þ a1 þ
ð37Þ
em;1 ;
gs;1 Sc1
9
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where Sci is the reference Schmidt number in the ith medium deﬁned as the larger of the Schmidt numbers of the
two species, Sci ¼ MaxfSc1i ; Sc2i g. Recall that the subscripts
0 and 1 refer to the supply channel and GDL, respectively.
The parameter U0,1 represents the streamwise velocity proﬁle along the channel-GDL interface. This is done to employ the same coordinate system for both species and is
helpful in the solution of mass concentrations which are
coupled via the source/sink terms. Also note that a new
set of coordinate system and spatial variables are introduced. Here, gs,0 and gs,1 represent the non-dimensional
coordinates used in the mass transfer analysis and are given by
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
di Sci
gs;i ¼ y i =es;i ¼ y i
;
ð38Þ
K1
where again i = 0 and 1 represents supply channel and
GDL, respectively. Note that the porosity of supply channel is unity. Using the coordinate transformation and the
velocity distribution given in Eqs. (35)–(37), the species
conservation equation for channel and GDL are written
as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ocj0
ocj0
1=2
V
þ U 0 þ ð1  U 0 Þgs;0 Sc0
K=h2
ogs;0
on
¼

V

1
o2 c j
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 0 ;
Rech;0 Da1 ogs;0

ð39Þ

ocj1
ocj
1
o2 c j
1=2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 1 ;
þ ½U 0;1 þ gs;1 Sc1 K1  1 ¼
ogs;1
on Rech;1 Da1 ogs;1

ð41Þ
where n = x/L. Note that in the channel within close proximities of the channel-GDL interface, the normal component of velocity is assumed to be constant and equal to
that of ﬁltration within the GDL [29]. The corresponding
boundary condition are given as
cji ðn ¼ 0; gs;i Þ ¼ 0;

ð42Þ

cji ðn; gs;i ¼ 0Þ ¼ fij ðnÞ;

ð43Þ

where cji is the non-dimensional concentration of species j
within ith media given by
cji ¼

C ji  C j1;i
C jref

ð44Þ

;

where C j1;i is the concentration of species j within medium i
at an axial location of n = 0. Also C jref is the reference concentration of species j used for nondimensionalization. The
1=2
concentration ﬁeld is expanded in terms of Sci
as
1=2

cji ðn; gs;i Þ ¼ cji;0 ðn; gs;i Þ þ cji;1 ðn; gs;i ÞSci

þ 

with the nondimensional interface concentration expanded
as
1=2

j
j
ðnÞ þ fi;1
ðnÞSci
fij ðn; gs;i Þ ¼ fi;0

ð45Þ

þ 

ð46Þ

As mentioned before, the interface concentration itself is
obtained using the continuity conditions for both mass
concentration and ﬂux. Using the method of matched
asymptotic expansion and Laplace transforms, the ﬁrstand second-order concentration distributions in the GDL
are found to be




B2 E 1
B1
1þ 1
erfc pﬃﬃﬃ
2
2 n


2
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
B1 E 1
B
 pﬃﬃﬃ n exp  1 ;
ð47Þ
4n
p


j
pﬃﬃﬃ
f1;1
expðA1 Þ
B2
ð8 þ 2B21 E1 Þ n exp  1
cj1;1 ðn; gs;1 Þ ¼
4n
8


pﬃﬃﬃ
B1
B1 E1 pð4 þ B21 þ 2nÞerfc pﬃﬃﬃ
2 n
j
f1;0
K1 expðA1  E1 nÞg3s;1
þ
pﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃ
4 pB21 n




B2
B1
 B1 exp  1  erfc pﬃﬃﬃ ;
ð48Þ
4n
2 n

j
cj1;0 ðn; gs;1 Þ ¼ f1;0
expðA1 Þ

where
V gs;1
;
2Q1
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B1 ¼ gs;1 U 0;1 =Q1 ;
A1 ¼

ð40Þ


2
4a
K1 ¼  em;1 þ e2m;1 þ 1  2d1 þ a1 d1 þ a1 þ 1 e3m;1 ;
9
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V2
;
4U 0;1 Q1
1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
Q1 ¼
Rech;1 Da1
E1 ¼

ð49Þ
ð50Þ
ð51Þ
ð52Þ

4.2. Species transport within GDL and catalyst layer while
accounting for a chemical reaction
As mentioned earlier, the porous substrate used in
PEM fuel cells is generally composed of ﬁve layers, two
of which undergo chemical reactions. As seen in Fig. 1,
taking every two neighboring porous layers, one of them
includes a chemical reaction. The reaction within the
anode catalyst layer is an oxidation process. It has been
shown that in hydrogen PEM fuel cells, usually very
low polarization occurs at the anode due to the fast
hydrogen oxidation. In other words, the cell performance
is not likely to be limited by the hydrogen oxidation
kinetics, because it is very fast (at least ﬁve orders of magnitude) compared to that of oxygen reduction at the cathode. Therefore, most of the attention in the literature has
been focused on oxygen gas transport through the cathode region of PEM fuel cells.
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The hydrogen oxidation process can be modeled as a
simple ﬁrst-order chemical reaction with a constant reaction rate. Within the cathode catalyst layer however, the
chemical reaction is a reduction process which involves
two species. As such, the reaction process is inherently second-order thus dependent upon the concentration of both
species. Exact solution of the species conservation equation
with a second-order chemical reaction is extremely cumbersome, if not impossible. Therefore, the reduction half reaction is also modeled as a simple ﬁrst-order chemical
reaction. A discussion of the eﬀects of this assumption is
presented later on.
In this part, two adjacent porous media and the interface between them are considered. It is assumed that one
of the media undergoes an irreversible ﬁrst-order chemical reaction with a constant reaction rate. The corresponding concentration ﬁelds, cj1 and cj2 , are expanded
according to Eq. (45). Using a coordinate system similar
to that presented in Fig. 1, the species conservation
equation within the reaction-less medium (e.g. GDL) is
given by
V

j
ocj1
1=2 oc
þ ½U 0;2 þ K1 gs;1 Sc1  1
ogs;1
on

¼

1
o2 c j
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 1 :
Rech;1 Da1 ogs;1

ð53Þ

The species conservation equation within the reacting
medium (e.g. catalyst layer) is given by
j
ocj2
1=2 oc
þ ½U 0;2 þ K2 gs;2 Sc2  2
V
ogs;2
on

¼

1
o2 c j
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 2
Rech;2 Da2 ogs;2

where
ven as
rj2 ¼

rj2

 rj2 cj2  Rj2 ;

ð54Þ

is the non-dimensional chemical reaction rate gi-

k j2 es;2
:
uch;0

ð55Þ

The term Rj2 is the residue of the non-dimensionalization
process of the reaction term and is given by
Rj2 ¼

k j2 C j1;2 es;2
uch;0 C jref

;

ð56Þ

where C j1;2 is the concentration of species j at n = 0. In the
case of transport within porous substrates of PEM fuel
cells, C j1;2 and therefore Rj2 is equal to zero. However, to
maintain the generality of our analytical solution we will
carry this term through the analysis. Using the method of
matched asymptotic expansions, Laplace transform in n
domain, and the continuity of species concentration and
ﬂux at the interface, the zeroth- and ﬁrst-order concentration distributions within the reacting media (catalyst layer)
are found to be
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V 2 þ 4rj2 Q2
;
4U 0;2 Q2

ð61Þ

Gj2 ¼

rj2
:
U 0;2

ð62Þ

It bears mentioning that this solution is comprehensive
and can be adjusted for simpler cases. For instance, setting
rj2 and Rj2 equal to zero results in the species concentration
distribution within two neighboring porous media without
any reactions.
5. Results and discussion
The analytical solution presented in the preceding section is compared to the available numerical results for a
hydrogen–oxygen single PEM fuel cell [21]. Eqs. (7)–(34)
prescribe the velocity ﬁeld within the channels and the porous substrates comprising a PEM fuel cell. Note that the
ﬁltration velocity is dependent upon the existence of a pressure diﬀerential across the porous substrates. In other
words, if the fuel and the oxidant are supplied with the
same pressure, there will be no ﬁltration velocity and the
mass transfer process will be inﬂuenced by normal diﬀusion
and axial convective transport only. The proper methodology for calculating the ﬁltration velocity across a multilayer porous membrane has already been shown in the analytical work of Yang and Vafai [30] and is adopted here.
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Using Eq. (34), the average permeability is found to be
Ktotal = 6.22  1018 m2, which is of the same order of
magnitude as that of proton exchange membrane. This
indicates that the ﬁltration velocity is mostly dependent
on the permeability of the proton exchange membrane.
For a pressure diﬀerential of DP = 2 atm [21], the ﬁltration
velocity of hydrogen across the porous structure is calculated to be v = 1.81  104 m/s. Unlike the ﬁltration velocity, the streamwise velocity is diﬀerent in each layer, with
proton exchange membrane and catalyst layers having
the lowest and highest values, respectively. Streamwise
velocity within proton exchange membrane is roughly eight
orders of magnitude smaller than that within catalyst layers. Therefore, neglecting the streamwise velocity and its
convective eﬀects may be justiﬁed for proton exchange
membrane but it can result in signiﬁcant error in species
concentration distribution within the catalyst layers, where
the reactions occur.
The analytical results are used to describe the species
mole fraction distributions within the porous substrate of
a PEM fuel cell. The ﬁrst step is to estimate a ﬁrst-order
chemical reaction rate. This is done via a single point data
backtracking method. First, a single point from the computational results of Um et. al. [21] is chosen. Then the value
of the mole fraction at the chosen point is utilized in the
analytical solution. This enables evaluation of the
unknown namely, the ﬁrst-order reaction rate constant,
from the analytical expressions. This estimated reaction
rate constant is then used for the entire catalyst layer.
From an electrochemical point of view, this is a simpliﬁcation; however it serves well the main purpose of this study
which is the analysis of fuel cell transport phenomena and
its underlying interfacial interactions.
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Fig. 2 shows the axial variation of hydrogen mole fraction proﬁle along the Channel-GDL and GDL-CL interfaces on the anode side. The analytical results are in
good agreement with recent computational ﬁndings [21].
At the anode channel-GDL interface, the disparity between
analytical and computational results is less than 8%. The
axial decrease in the hydrogen mole fraction is caused by
diﬀusion of hydrogen from the anode stream to the cathode
reaction surface where it undergoes a chemical reaction.
This axial decrease (down-the-channel eﬀect) becomes particularly signiﬁcant for the high fuel utilization conditions
that are needed for the highest possible fuel eﬃciency. This
eﬀect is of substantial importance and will not be captured
by one dimensional analytical solutions.
Fig. 3 shows a representative oxygen mole fraction proﬁle at an axial location of x = L/2 across C-CL and CGDL. The results are compared against the computational
ﬁndings of Um et. al. [21]. It is observed that the oxygen
mole fraction proﬁle corresponding to our estimated reaction rate of k = 1000 (1/m3), which was obtained via a single data back tracking for the ﬁrst comparison, is in good
agreement with the computational results of Um et. al. [21].
Within the C-GDL, a maximum of 6% diﬀerence is
observed. At n = 0.5 along the cathode channel-GDL
interface, the calculated oxygen mole fraction is roughly
0.167 and 0.173 for the computational and analytical
results, respectively. The small diﬀerence may be due to
the use of an approximate reaction rate constant, which
can aﬀect the depletion rate. Overall, the general trend is
consistent with the computational results [21]. Due to mass
transport resistance, the oxygen mole fraction further
reduces across the C-GDL. The discontinuous drop at
the cathode GDL-CL interface is a result of the diﬀerence

Fig. 2. Axial variation of hydrogen mole fraction proﬁle along the channel-GDL and GDL-CL interfaces on the anode side.
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Fig. 3. Oxygen mole fraction proﬁle across C-GDL and C-CL n = 1/2.

Fig. 4. Oxygen mole fraction proﬁle across C-GDL and C-CL for diﬀerent values of chemical reaction rate; n = 1/2.

between the porosities of the two media. Within the C-CL,
all oxygen in the membrane phase is consumed by the oxygen reduction reaction.
Fig. 4 shows the eﬀects of chemical reaction rate on
oxygen mole fraction distributions across cathode GDL
and catalyst layer. The results correspond to a ﬁltration
velocity of v = 1.81  104 m/s. The reaction rate aﬀects
the value of oxygen mole fraction at the cathode chan-

nel-GDL interface (down-the-channel depletion eﬀect),
and it also increases the concentration gradient within
the C-GDL. This ﬁgure displays the inﬂuence of chemical
reaction process on the reactants ﬂux and their distribution within the layers. The eﬀects of ﬁltration velocity
on oxygen mole fraction distribution are presented in
Fig. 5. Two diﬀerent ﬁltration velocities are shown in
combination with two diﬀerent values of reaction rates.
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Fig. 5. Oxygen mole fraction proﬁle across C-GDL and C-CL for diﬀerent values of ﬁltration velocity and chemical reaction rate; n = 1/2.

Fig. 6. Oxygen mole fraction proﬁle across C-GDL and C-CL for diﬀerent values of eﬀective diﬀusion coeﬃcient and chemical reaction rate; n = 1/2.

As expected, a larger ﬁltration velocity towards the oxidant channel creates a steeper decrease of the oxidant
across the C-GDL layer. This is due to the fact that the
transport due to ﬁltration acts against the direction of
favorable oxygen delivery. This eﬀect is more pronounced
for slower reaction rates. In other words, the inﬂuence of
ﬁltration velocity on oxygen delivery becomes less important as the chemical reaction rate increases. Also, it is
observed that the oxygen mole fraction at the cathode

channel-GDL remains roughly the same for both values
of ﬁltration velocity.
Fig. 6 shows the importance of diﬀusion coeﬃcients
on oxygen delivery. The plots represent diﬀerent diﬀusion
coeﬃcients for both C-GDL and C-CL for two diﬀerent
values of reaction rate. It can be seen that in case of
slow chemical reaction, diﬀusivity within C-GDL has a
small eﬀect whereas diﬀusivity within C-CL has an insigniﬁcant eﬀect on oxygen mole fraction. For the case of
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higher reaction rates however, both diﬀusion coeﬃcients
have a substantial eﬀect on oxygen distribution within
the layers.
6. Conclusions
A theoretical analysis of transport phenomena within
PEM fuel cells is performed and a comprehensive analytical solution is presented. The analysis includes both transverse and axial convective transport as well as transverse
diﬀusive transport processes. Chemical reactions within
the catalyst layers are also included. The methodology
couples the transport within the fuel cell supply channels
and the porous substrate. The fuel cell layers are treated
as macroscopically homogeneous porous media with uniform morphological properties such as porosity and permeability. Volume-averaged porous media equations are
employed to solve for transport through these porous layers. The method of matched asymptotic expansions and
Laplace transformations are employed to solve for the
ﬂow ﬁeld and species concentration distributions.
Throughout the analysis, the choice of the gauge parameters involved in the perturbation solutions for velocity and
concentration are found to be of substantial importance
and inherently tied to the physics of the problem. The
problem encompasses complex interfacial transport phenomena involving several porous–porous as well as porous–ﬂuid interfaces.
The ﬁrst-order chemical reaction term is estimated via
a single point data backtracking method using earlier
published computational results. The analytical results
are in excellent agreement with previous numerical studies. The analytical solution is used to study the importance of transport phenomena in PEM fuel cell
operation and their interaction with chemical reaction
processes. It is shown that the rate of the chemical reaction has a substantial inﬂuence on the reactant ﬂux and
its distribution within the porous substrate. The role of
ﬁltration velocity was also discussed. Filtration velocity
is triggered by a pressure diﬀerential between the fuel
and oxidant supply channels. It improves fuel delivery
and water removal; however it can act against the oxidant
delivery depending on the direction of the pressure diﬀerential. It is shown that the transport phenomena play a
substantial role on PEM fuel cell operation. The eﬀects
of ﬁltration velocity, chemical reaction rate, and diﬀusivity have been discussed.
This work provides the ﬁrst comprehensive analytical
solution representing fuel cell transport phenomena. The
presented solution can be used to analyze fuel cell operation under diﬀerent conditions. It also provides a benchmark for future works on PEM fuel cells, especially those
investigating transport characteristics. The present analytical solution can easily be extended to investigate diﬀerent
models composed of any number of layers making up the
porous substrate.
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